STUDY MIDDLE EASTERN HISTORY AND CULTURE!

UCSB COURSES FOR FALL 2006:

Undergraduate Study

HIST 102 – THE US IN THE MIDDLE EAST TR 1100-1215 YAQUB, SALIM
ARTH 6A – ISLAM ART TR 200-315
MES 45 – ISLAMIC AND NEAR EAST TR 500-615 MENICUCCI G
MUSA 70M – MIDDLE EAST ENSEMBLE T 700-950 MARCUS S L
MUSA 70N – MIDDLE EAST CHORUS T 500-630 MARCUS S L
POLS 150A – MIDDLE EAST POLITICS TR 930-1045 NASH M B
RGST 189A – HISTORY ARABIC LITERATURE MW 100-220
RGST 140F – MODERN ISLAM MOVEMENTS MWF 900-950 CAMPO J E

Graduate Study

HIST 246A – MIDDLE EAST AFRICA W 1-350 GALLAGHER N E
RGST 289 A – HISTORY ARABIC LITERATURE MW 100-220
RGST 289C – MODERN ARABIC LITERATURE TR 200-350 REYNOLDS D
MUSA 270M – MIDDLE EAST ENSEMBLE T 700-950 MARCUS S L
MUSA 270N – MIDDLE EAST CHORUS T 500-630 MARCUS S L

For more information please visit www.cmces.ucsb.edu or call the Center for Middle East Studies at (805) 893-4245.